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Abstract

We revisit the proposed extended Schmidt law, which posits that the star formation efficiency in galaxies depends
on the stellar mass surface density, by investigating spatially resolved star formation rates (SFRs), gas masses, and
stellar masses of star formation regions in a vast range of galactic environments, from the outer disks of dwarf
galaxies, to spiral disks and to merging galaxies, as well as individual molecular clouds in M33. We find that these
regions are distributed in a tight power law as SSFR∝ S S( )star

0.5
gas

1.09, which is also valid for the integrated
measurements of disk and merging galaxies at high-z. Interestingly, we show that star formation regions in the
outer disks of dwarf galaxies with SSFR down to 10−5

M yr−1 kpc−2, which are outliers of both the Kennicutt–
Schmidt and Silk–Elmegreen laws, also follow the extended Schmidt law. Other outliers in the Kennicutt–Schmidt
law, such as extremely metal-poor star formation regions, also show significantly reduced deviation from the
extended Schmidt law. These results suggest an important role for existing stars in helping to regulate star
formation through the effect of their gravity on the midplane pressure in a wide range of galactic environments.

Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: starburst – ISM: atoms – ISM: molecules – stars: formation

1. Introduction

Stars are born in clouds of cold gas. Understanding how gas is
converted into stars is crucial for constraining theories of galaxy
formation and evolution across cosmic time. In the early
universe, primordial gas with little or no metals collapsed into
first- and second-generation stars whose radiation is responsible
for re-ionizing the universe. The subsequent rise in the cosmic
star formation rate (SFR) density until ~z 2, followed by the
decline to z=0, has been well mapped in a broad sense by
modern, multi-wavelength surveys (e.g., Madau & Dickinson
2014). The driving mechanism of this cosmic SFR evolution is
thought to be related to the cold gas reservoir available within
and surrounding galaxies, and the physical conditions that allow
this gas to be converted into new stars (Genzel et al. 2010;
Tacconi et al. 2013).

Empirical relationships between the SFR and cold gas mass
(or star formation law) as first proposed by Schmidt (1959) are
powerful tools for understanding star formation and also useful
prescriptions for creating stars from cold gas in cosmological
simulations. Since the pioneering work of Kennicutt (1989),
studies have established the power-law form of the relationship
between the SFR surface density (Sgas) and gas (atomic
+molecular) mass surface density (Sgas), i.e., the Kennicutt–
Schmidt law, in the form SSFR∝SN

gas, with N around 1.4. It is
found that for star formation regions in individual galaxies, the
relationship shows variations in both slope and normalization
(Kennicutt et al. 2007; Leroy et al. 2008; Boquien et al. 2011;

Shi et al. 2011), but for ensembles of galaxies covering a large
dynamic range of SFRs, the relationship has a relatively small
dispersion of about 0.3 dex (Kennicutt 1998a; Wyder et al.
2009; Shi et al. 2011). This suggests that the gas mass surface
density is the primary factor in regulating the SFR surface
density.
Deviations from the Kennicutt–Schmidt law occur at the low

density end ( S M10gas pc−2 or S -
M10SFR

3 yr−1 kpc−2)
where star formation is systematically below the power-law
extrapolation from the higher gas density regime, including low-
surface-brightness (LSB) galaxies and the outer disks of galaxies
(Kennicutt 1998a; Bigiel et al. 2008). Such deviation implies an
additional parameter besides the gas mass that may help to regulate
ongoing star formation. At least two modified versions of the
Schmidt relationship have been proposed. One is the so-called
Silk–Elmegreen relationship that invokes the dynamical orbital
timescale as SSFR∝Sgas/tdyn (Elmegreen 1997; Silk 1997).
Another is the extended Schmidt law that invokes the stellar mass
surface density as SSFR∝S SN

gas star, with N around 0.5 (Shi
et al. 2011). In both relationships, the LSB galaxies and outer disks
of spiral galaxies, along with the main disks of spirals and
starburst galaxies, define a power law across the whole dynamic
range, with no obvious break at the low density end down to
SSFR∼10

−4
M yr−1 kpc−2. In this study, we will include

measurements of star formation regions in the outer disks of
dwarf galaxies with SSFR 10 times lower than LSB galaxies and
outer disks of spirals to further test these two alternative models,
and thus to establish which parameter (dynamical timescale versus
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stellar mass) in addition to the gas mass plays a more important
secondary role in regulating star formation.

In addition, LSB galaxies and galaxy outer disks, deviations
from the Kennicutt–Schmidt law are also seen for other types
of galaxies. For example, individual star formation regions in
extremely metal-poor galaxies with metallicities below 10% of
solar show significantly lower SFRs than those in spiral
galaxies at given gas mass densities in the Kennicutt–Schmidt
plane (e.g., Shi et al. 2014). The disk-averaged SFRs of low-
mass metal-poor galaxies also deviate from the Kennicutt–
Schmidt law (e.g., Roychowdhury et al. 2015). Besides, radio
galaxies with jets are shown to have lower SFRs than those
predicted by the Kennicutt–Schmidt law (Lanz et al. 2016). In
this study, we will examine if these galaxies show reduced
deviations from the extended Schmidt law upon including the
stellar mass term.

With the spatially resolved observations of nearby galaxies
as enabled by multi-wavelength modern facilities, we can also
evaluate the star formation law on sub-kiloparsec scales in
different galactic environments. Such measurements relate the
local SFRs to in situ gas and stellar mass that may be physically
related to current star formation. The paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2 we present the data and measurements of
physical parameters, including stellar mass, gas mass, and SFR
surface density. The updated version of the extended Schmidt
law is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the
distribution of the outliers of the Kennicutt–Schmidt law in the
extended Schmidt plane. The origin of the extended Schmidt
law is discussed in Section 5. The conclusion is present in
Section 6.

2. Data and Measurements of Physical Parameters

2.1. Outer Disks of Three Dwarf Galaxies

To test the role of the stellar mass in regions of extremely
low SSFR, we selected three dwarf galaxies (Ho II, Ho I, and
DDO 154) that have deep H I data as observed in the program
of the H I Nearby Galaxy Sample (Walter et al. 2008), as well
as deep far-UV images from the GALEX data archive. The H I
images were naturally weighted with a beam size of
∼14″×12 5 and a typical column density sensitivity of
9×1019 cm−2 at this resolution. For these three galaxies,
single-dish measurements indicate that there is no significant
missing H I flux at this resolution (Walter et al. 2008). The
GALEX image has a spatial resolution of about 5 (Morrissey
et al. 2007). The archive-produced sky image was subtracted
from the target image, with the 1σ scatter around (1–2) ×
10−8 Jy at the pixel scale of 1 5, corresponding to a SFR
surface density of (1–2)×10−5 M yr−1 kpc−2.

The optical observations of the above three dwarf galaxies
were carried out at the g- and r-bands with the MegaCAM of
CFHT (PI: Y. Shi) through the China Telescope Access
Program. The observing details are listed in Table 1, with
typical seeing of 0. 8 in the g-band and 0. 6 in the r-band. To
best recover the faint outer disk emission of our galaxies, the
observations were dithered using the LDP-CCD-7 mode as
developed by the CFHT Elixir team. The dither uses large
offsets (∼15′) to move the target across the MegaCAM mosaic
such that the underlying background of the target out to the
dither size can be recovered and subtracted from the series of
exposures. The outer disks of our three galaxies extend out to
5′–10′, which is smaller than the dither size so that the full
advantage of the above dither pattern can be fulfilled.
Individual frames were first reduced with Elixir pipeline
(Magnier & Cuillandre 2004) including the bias subtraction,
the flat-field response correction. and the application of the
relative flux calibration. Then the individual frames
were mosaicked by taking care of diffuse light using the
MegaPipe image processing pipeline (Gwyn 2008) that
includes the image grouping, astrometric calibration, photo-
metric calibration, image stacking, and catalog generation.
To probe star-forming regions with SSFR below

10−4 M yr−1 kpc−2, where the previous study has not yet
probed (Shi et al. 2011), we defined the outer disks as being
between two contours at the SFR surface densities of 10−4

and 10−5 M yr−1 kpc−2, respectively. We then filled the
outer disk with individual circle regions of 30 as outer disk
star-forming regions, as shown in Figure 1. In total 74, 25,
and 15 regions are identified for Ho II, Ho I, and DDO 154,
respectively.
The surface densities of SFR, gas mass, and stellar mass are

measured with the following procedure. As stated above,
the archived produced background image is subtracted from the
target image, based on which far-UV surface brightness is
converted to the SFR surface density with a Kroupa initial mass
function (IMF) using the following formula (Leroy et al. 2008):

S = ´ - ( ) ( )i I8.1 10 cos , 1SFR
2

FUV

where SSFR is in M yr−1 kpc−2, IFUV is in MJy sr−1, and i is
the inclination angle of the galaxy measured at R25. Note that
the H I warp is seen in DDO 154 but all of our outer disk star-
forming regions are within the radius where the warp occurs
(Carignan & Beaulieu 1989). No warps are seen in the
remaining two galaxies (Ho I and Ho II; Holwerda et al. 2011).
As a result, the adopted inclination at R25 is a reasonable value
to use for the H I surface density estimate. No dust extinction is
assumed for these outer disk regions. The associated
uncertainty is the quadratic sum of the photometric uncertainty
plus the systematic uncertainty of 0.3 dex.
The total gas mass of each star-forming region is the H I gas

mass multiplied by a factor of 1.36 to account for helium
following the formula (Walter et al. 2008):

S = ´ +
´

D( )( )

( )

‐ i z S v1.20 10 cos 1
arcsec

bmaj bmin
,

2

atomic gas
4 3

2

H I

where i is the inclination angle of the galaxy, z is the redshift of
the galaxy, S ‐atomic gas is in M pc−2, DS vH I is in
Jy km s−1 beam−1, bmaj and bmin are the major and minor beam
sizes in arcsec, respectively. Here, we assumed no molecular

Table 1
The CFHT Observations of Three Dwarf Galaxies

Object Band Observing Date Exposure Time Seeing
(s) (″)

Ho II g-band 2014 Feb 24 2076 0.79
r-band 2014 Feb 24 2415 0.62

Ho I g-band 2014 Mar 27 2768 0.84
r-band 2014 Mar 28–Apr 4 2760 0.63

DDO 154 g-band 2014 Jul 2 2768 0.78
r-band 2014 Jul 2 2415 0.65

2
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gas in the outer disk regions. The error is assumed to be 0.2 dex
to account for the flux calibration uncertainty.

To derive the stellar mass, we first measured the g- and
r-band photometry by summing the fluxes of individual
detected sources within each 30″ aperture based on the catalog
produced by MegaPipe. Here, the high spatial resolution
(0 6–0 8), combined with deep exposures, enable us to
resolve individual sources within the aperture of each region.
For one field (DDO 154) covered by the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey, we compared the MegaPipe photometry of all point
sources in the one square degree field to those by SDSS and
found no systematic difference (<0.02 mag). We also
performed aperture photometry by summing all photons within
the aperture of each region in the image after subtracting the
global sky background, and performed a similar measurement
but after subtracting both global and local backgrounds. These
two methods give similar distributions of the stellar masses
overall, compared to the first method. This indicates that the
light within the aperture is dominated by the point sources,
causing all the methods to give similar results. We adopted the
results using the first method, which is not subject to the
uncertainty caused by the global sky background subtraction
over a large field of view and thus has a higher photometric
accuracy.

To obtain the stellar mass from the g and r photometry, we
used the Sloan MPA/JHU catalog (Brinchmann et al. 2004) to
obtain the dependence of the mass-to-light ratio at the r-band
on the g–r color:

+ = + -( ) ( )‐M M g rlog 2.5 1.13 1.49 , 3rstar band

where Mstar is the stellar mass in M , and ‐Mr band is the r-band
absolute AB magnitude. As the g–r color of the majority of the
SDSS galaxies lies between 0.1 and 0.9, for outer disk regions
with g–r>0.9, we fixed the mass-to-light ratio to that for a
population with g–r=0.9. Similarly, the mass-to-light ratio of
regions with g–r<0.1 was fixed to that for a population with
g–r=0.1. For about 60% of the regions with g–r between 0.1
and 0.9, the mass-to-light ratio has a scatter of 0.25 dex and the
remaining 40% outside the range is assumed to have a scatter
of 0.5 dex. The final error of the stellar mass, mainly between
0.25 and 0.5 dex, includes the photometric error in the g- and
r-bands, as well as the error in the mass-to-light ratio. Our
SDSS-based mass-to-light ratio in the r-band as a function of

g–r color is quite consistent with the result derived from the
50,000 stellar population synthesis models (Zibetti et al. 2009),
with a difference of less than 0.1 dex for g–r between 0.1
and 0.9.
The orbital dynamical time of Ho II and DDO 154 is based

on the H I rotation curve available in Oh et al. (2015).

2.2. Local Spiral Galaxies

The spatially resolved measurements of SFRs, gas masses,
and stellar masses of 12 spiral galaxies are carried out
following the literature (Bigiel et al. 2008; Shi et al. 2011).
The aperture size is set to be 750×750 pc2, which can be
achieved by the angular resolution of the data at the largest
distance of the sample. The SFRs are combinations of the far-
UV data from the GALEX archive and the infrared data from
the SIRTF Nearby Galaxies Survey (Kennicutt et al. 2003),
based on the equation (Leroy et al. 2008)

S = ´ + ´ m
- -( ) ( )

( )
i I i I8.1 10 cos 3.2 10 cos ,

4
SFR

2
FUV

3
24 m

where i is the inclination angle of the galaxy, SSFR is in
M yr−1 kpc−2, and both IFUV and mI24 m are in MJy sr−1. The

H I data are from the H I Nearby Galaxy Survey (Walter et al.
2008) and CO data are carried out by the BIMA SONG CO
J=1-0 map (Helfer et al. 2003), from which the total gas is
derived as S = S ‐gas atomic gas+S ‐mol gas. The atomic gas mass
follows Equation (1). The molecular part is based on

S =
´

´
´

+ D
-

-( )

( )

( ) ( )

‐ i

X
z S v

393 cos
arcsec

bmaj bmin

2 10
1 , 5

mol gas

2

CO

20 cm

K km s

3
CO2

1

where i is the inclination angle of the galaxy, S ‐mol gas is in

M pc−2, and DS vCO is in Jy km s−1 beam−1. Here, a factor of
1.36 has been included to account for the helium. The CO
emission is J=1-0 and we adopt = ´X 2 10CO

20 cm−2 for
spiral galaxies.
Based on the available Spitzer3.6 μm data (Kennicutt

et al. 2003), the stellar mass is derived by the formula (Leroy

Figure 1. Color images of three dwarf galaxies composed of the g-band (red), the far-UV (green), and the H I atomic gas (blue) images. Individual white circles
indicate star-forming regions in the outer disks with low SFR surface density (<10−4

M yr−1 kpc−2).

3
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et al. 2008)

S = = m( ) ( ) ( )‐i I i I140 cos 280 cos , 6star 2mass K 3.6 m

where i is the inclination angle of the galaxy, Sstar is in
M pc−2, and both ‐I2mass K and mI3.6 m are in MJy sr−1. For five

galaxies that have SDSS optical images, we also derived the
stellar mass using Equation (2) and found that the difference
from the IRAC-based one is smaller than 0.2 dex.

2.3. Luminous Infrared Galaxies in the Local Universe

NGC 1614—NGC 1614 is a luminous infrared galaxy
(LIRG) with an infrared luminosity of 1011.65 Le (Armus
et al. 2009) at the late stage of a merging process. It likely has
experienced a minor merging event that triggered intense star
formation in a circumnuclear ring region. We carried out
spatially resolved measurements for the nuclear region, as well
as individual regions in the star-forming ring of NGC 1614.
The aperture size is about 100–200 pc, which is about two
times the angular resolution.

The total gas mass is measured based on the CO 6-5 map as
observed by ALMA (Xu et al. 2015), with a synthesized beam
of 0.26×0.20 arcsec2. We retrieved the data from the ALMA
archive and obtained the intensity map by integrating the
velocity from 4500 to 5000 km s−1. To estimate the molecular
gas mass from CO 6-5, we used the formula in the literature
(Xu et al. 2015) with a slightly smaller XCO: CO 6-5 is first
converted to CO 2-1 by assuming a brightness temperature
ratio of 0.72 between the two; to derive the factor from CO 2-1
to the molecular gas mass, we converted the CO (2-1) flux
(König et al. 2013) to CO (1-0) by dividing a factor of 3.1 (0.78
in the brightness temperature) (Wilson et al. 2008) and then
used the conversion factor = ´X 2 10CO

20 cm−2 for CO 1-0
with an additional factor of 1.36 for the helium. The final
formula is

S = ´ - ( )( )f13.5 , 7gas CO 6 5

where Sgas is in M pc−2 and -( )fCO 6 5 is in Jy km s−1 arcsec−2.
SFRs are measured based on the radio continuum map. We

retrieved radio 8.4GHz (X-band) and 4.86 GHz (C-band)
intensity maps from the VLA archive that have synthesized
beam sizes of 0.26×0.21 and 0.60×0.40 arcsec2, respectively.
With a Kroupa IMF, the SFR is based on the formula (Murphy
et al. 2012)

=
+n n a n

-

- -( ) ( ) ( )
( )LSFR

10

2.18 15.1
, 8

T

27

10 K

0.45

GHz

0.1

GHz
e

4

NT

where SFR is in -
M yr 1, Te is the thermal electron temperature

at 104 K, aNT is the non-thermal radio spectral index with a
suggested value of 0.85, and nL is in erg s−1 Hz−1. With
a = 0.85NT , the two SFRs based on the X-band and C-band
radio data are quite consistent with each other, with a median
offset of 0.12 dex. The final result is the mean value of the two
SFRs. Note that because of the different formulae used in the
literature (Xu et al. 2015), our SFRs are about a factor of two
lower.

To measure the stellar mass, we retrieved the archived
images of the Hubble Space Telescope in the filters of ACS-
F435W, ACS-F814W, NICMOS-F110W, NICMOS-F160W,
and NICMOS-F222M, whose spatial resolutions are compar-
able to those of CO 6-5 and radio continuum images. The

astrometry of each NICMOS image is first registered to that of
ACS by matching several field stars. Then all HST images are
further registered by matching the optical center to the radio
center. The broadband SED within each aperture is then
constructed and fitted to derive the stellar synthesis model
(Brinchmann et al. 2004).
IC 4687—IC 4687 is an LIRG with an IR luminosity of

about 1011.3 Le (Pereira-Santaella et al. 2011). Spatially
resolved measurements of SFRs and gas masses of IC 4687
were carried out in Pereira-Santaella et al. (2016). The SFRs are
based on the extinction-corrected Paα emission as observed by
HST, and the gas mass is based on CO J=2-1 emission as
observed by ALMA. The conversion factor is taken to be

= ´X 2 10CO
20 cm−2, as argued in Pereira-Santaella et al.

(2011). The individual region has a diameter of 0 35. We have
retrieved ACS-F435W, ACS-F814W, NICMOS-F110W, and
NICMOS-F160W archive data from HST. Following proce-
dures similar to those mentioned above, the optical/NIR SED
is constructed for each region and the stellar mass is estimated
through the stellar synthesis model (Brinchmann et al. 2004).
(U)LIRG at 1″ resolution. A small sample of six local (U)

LIRGs have CO J3-2 and 880 μm images as observed with the
Submillimeter Array (SMA; Wilson et al. 2008). We retrieved
the raw data from the SMA archive and re-reduced them.
For each galaxy, an aperture of about 1 kpc is defined to

enclose the whole extent of CO emission, and the integrated
CO J3-2 flux is first converted to CO J1-0 by assuming a ratio
CO(J=3-2)/CO(J=1-0)=0.5 in the brightness temper-
ature (Wilson et al. 2008), then converted to the molecular gas
with = ´X 2.0 10CO

20 cm−2, with an additional factor of 1.36
to include the helium

= ¢ ( – ) ( )M L8.7 3 2 , 9mol CO

where ¢ ( – )L 3 2CO = ´ -( )3.2546 107 S

Jy km s
CO

1 ( )D

Mpc

2
L

+n - -( ) ( )z1
GHz

2 10 . The total 880 μm flux within the defined
aperture is converted to the far-IR luminosity by multiplying
by a factor of 5000 for an infrared template at =( )L Llog TIR

11.7 (Rieke et al. 2009). Then it is coverted to the SFR based
on the formula (Kennicutt 1998b) with a Kroupa IMF:

= ´
-

-
-


( )LSFR

M yr
3.0 10

erg s
. 10

1
44 TIR

1

Similar to NGC 1614, the reduced HST images were
retrieved from the archive at ACS-F435W, ACS-F814W,
NICMOS-F110W, NICMOS-F160W, and NICMOS-F222M.
Here, the NICMOS image is registered to the ACS image using
the field stars. No further comparison in the astrometry between
ACS and SMA images was done, as the accuracy (∼0 1) is
high enough given the adopted apertures of 1″–2″. The stellar
mass is again based on the SED fitting (Brinchmann et al.
2004) to the broad SED of HST photometry.

2.4. Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs) In M33

M33 was mapped with IRAM 30 m at CO (2-1) mainly
along the major axis, with a coverage of 650 arcmin2 at a
spatial resolution of 12″ (Gratier et al. 2010). Circle apertures
were defined to enclose individual CO peaks, with a diameter
of 18″ corresponding to a physical scale of 76 pc. The CO
J=2-1 is converted to CO J=1-0 with a ratio of 0.7 in the
brightness temperature and to the total molecular gas based on

4
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Equation (5). The H I map was also available (Gratier
et al. 2010) at a resolution of 17″; its emission is converted
to the gas mass based on Equation (2). The SFR is based on the
combination of Spitzer24 μm images (Tabatabaei et al. 2007)
and GALEX far-UV images, following Equation (4), while the
stellar mass is based on the Spitzer3.6 μm image (Dale
et al. 2009), following Equation (6). Although M33 has a
warped H I disk (Rogstad et al. 1976; Deul & van der
Hulst 1987), all our regions are within the radius where warp
occurs and thus our measurements should not be affected by
the warp.

2.5. High-z Star-forming Galaxies and Starburst Galaxies

We compiled a sample of high-z star-forming and starburst
galaxies, and adopted the integrated SFRs, gas masses, and
stellar masses as measured in the literature. The half-light
radius of the gas distribution or optical image is used to
calculate the surface density with the formula S = M0.5
p r0.5

2 . = ´= -X 2.0 10JCO 1 0
20 cm−2 is used for both star-

forming and starburst galaxies. All star-forming galaxies in the
literature (Tacconi et al. 2013) with available half-light radii are

included here. The high-z starburst galaxies are based on
several works from the literature, as listed in Table 2.

3. An Updated Version of the Extended Schmidt Law

We present the Kennicutt–Schmidt law, the Silk–Elmegreen
law, and the extended Schmidt law in the left panel of Figure 2,
and the right panels of Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The data
includes star formation regions in outer disks of dwarfs that are
selected to have SSFR below 10−4 Me yr−1 kpc−2, 750 pc grids
of spiral galaxies from the main disks to the outer disks,
individual GMCs in M33, individual star formation regions in
LIRGs NGC 1614 and IC 4687 as observed by ALMA, nuclear
regions of local ULIRGs as observed by SMA, and high-z
integrated main-sequence and starburst galaxies. Only part of
the above galaxies had rotation curves available in the literature
to be included in the Silk–Elmegreen plot.
As found by Shi et al. (2011), the main and outer disks of

spiral disks, nearby (L)ULIRGs, and high-z star-forming/
starburst galaxies follow a well-defined sequence in the
extended Schmidt plane, along with two additional data sets
included in this study, which are regions in the outer disks of

Table 2
The Integrated Properties of High-z Starbursts

Name z m2 a m2 b lsize refsize SFR refSFR ‐Mmol gas refgas Mstar refstar

(kpc) (kpc) ( -
M yr 1) ( M ) (Me)

GN20 4.06 5.3 2.3 880 um 1 1860.0 5 1.3e11 6 2.3e11 8
Aztec3 5.30 2.5 1.1 1.0 mm 2 1100.0 2 5.3e10 7 1.0e10 9
HFLS3 6.34 2.6 2.4 1.16 mm 3 2900.0 3 1.0e11 3 3.7e10 3
SMMJ123549+6215 2.20 1.8 1.8 CO 4 897.0 4 7.1e10 4 1.2e11 4
SMMJ123634+6212 1.22 8.2 8.2 CO 4 465.0 4 5.2e10 4 6.6e10 10
SMMJ123707+6214 2.49 5.6 5.6 CO 4 508.0 4 3.4e10 4 1.2e11 4
SMMJ131201+4242 3.41 6.0 6.0 CO 4 465.0 4 5.2e10 4 9.1e10 11
SMMJ131232+4239 2.33 4.0 4.0 CO 4 508.0 4 5.0e10 4 1.4e10 11
SMMJ163650+4057 2.39 4.8 4.8 CO 4 886.0 4 1.2e11 4 2.3e11 4
SMMJ163658+4105 2.45 1.6 1.6 CO 4 1124.0 4 1.0e11 4 2.6e11 4

Note. (1) Hodge et al. (2015), (2) Riechers et al. (2014). (3) Riechers et al. (2013), (4) Genzel et al. (2010), (5) Hodge et al. (2015), (6) Carilli et al. (2011),
(7) Riechers et al. (2010), (8) Daddi et al. (2009), (9) Capak et al. (2011), (10) Hainline et al. (2011), (11) Hainline et al. (2011).

Figure 2. Kennicutt–Schmidt law (left top) and associated scatter (left bottom); the Silk–Elmegreen law (right top) and associated scatter (right bottom). The solid
lines in all panels are the best fits. For the data of each sub-sample, please see the text.
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dwarf galaxies and individual GMCs in M33. The slope of the
best-fitted extended Schmidt law is slightly super-linear:

S = S S- ( ) ( )10 , 11SFR
4.76

star
0.5

gas
1.09

where SSFR is in M yr−1 kpc−2, and both Sstar and Sgas are in
M pc−2. The 1σ apparent scatter of the relationship is about
0.30 dex. Table 3 lists the median offsets and standard
deviations from the best fit of three relationships for galaxies
of different types. The associated error bars were derived based
on the bootstrap. As shown in the table, the outer disks of
dwarf galaxies show much larger median offsets in the
Kennicutt–Schmidt and Silk–Elmegreen laws than in the
extended Schmidt law. Local spirals have no offsets in all
three relationships but have the smallest scatters in the
extended Schmidt law. GMCs in M33 have almost zero offsets
in both the Kennicutt–Schmidt and extended Schmidt laws, but
show a smaller scatter in the latter, which is also the case for
high-z galaxies. Local (U)LIRGs show similar systematic
offsets and scatter in both extended Schmidt and Kennicutt–
Schmidt laws.

Star formation regions in the outer disks of dwarf galaxies
follow the extended Schmidt law well, but deviate significantly
from the Kennicutt–Schmidt law and Silk–Elmegreen law.
The three dwarf galaxies presented here allow us to investigate
extremely low SSFR down to 10−5 Me yr−1 kpc−2. These
regions are known to pose a challenge not only to the
Kennicutt–Schmidt law (Kennicutt 1998a; Bigiel et al. 2010)
but also to the Silk–Elmegreen law (Elmegreen 1997; Silk
1997; Kennicutt 1998a; Roychowdhury et al. 2015). Dwarf
galaxies are small, thus their orbital timescale is much shorter

compared to those of LSB galaxies and outer disks of spiral
galaxies, so they deviate significantly from the Silk–Elmegreen
relation that holds for LSB galaxies and the outer disks of spiral
galaxies. In addition, star formation regions in dwarf outer
disks show high gas/star mass ratios, ranging from 1:1 to
>100:1, with a median around 20:1 as shown in Figure 4. The
integrated measurements of dwarf outer disks by Elmegreen &
Hunter (2015) confirm the validity of the extended Schmidt
law, although their best-fit slope (SSFR/S µ ~Sgas star

0.7 ) is a bit
steeper than ours (SSFR/S µ ~Sgas star

0.6 ). This difference could
be due to the different dynamic ranges over which the fits were
done, with ours extending into the starburst regime. As shown
in Figure 3 and Table 3, the dispersion of outer disk regions is
relatively large, which is likely due to large errors (up to
0.5 dex at 1σ) in measuring the SFR, gas mass, and stellar mass
in the faint outer disk.
We also investigate the role of the stellar mass at scales of

GMCs in M33 with aperture sizes of 70 pc. These GMCs also
follow the power-law trend. Their overall scatter around the
best-fit extended Schmidt law is 0.29 dex, smaller than
0.50 dex around the best-fit Kennicutt–Schmidt law.
To summarize, star formation regions in a variety of galaxy

environments, from outer disks to spirals and merging galaxies,
from the sub-kiloparsec scale to the GMC scale, from the local
to the distant universe, all follow a single power law among
SFRs, gas masses, and stellar masses. This may indicate the
existence of a single mechanism that drives star formation
across different galactic environments.
Throughout the sample, we adopted the same CO conversion

factor for all sources instead of using larger values for spirals
and smaller values for starburst galaxies. While starburst
galaxies on average should have smaller conversion factors
than spirals, it is still not well understood under what condition
a smaller factor should be used and how much smaller this
factor should be (e.g., Narayanan et al. 2012). For spatially
resolved individual regions in starburst galaxies, this factor
should vary according to the local condition (Pereira-Santaella
et al. 2011; Xu et al. 2015). As a result, we used the same factor
for simplicity. If adopting smaller values for starburst galaxies,
it will steepen the slope of both the Kennicutt–Schmidt law
(e.g., Genzel et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2015) and the extended
Schmidt law.

4. Other Outliers of the Kennicutt–Schmidt Law in the
Extended Schmidt Plane

In addition to the low-density regions/galaxies, studies have
identified other outliers to the Kennicutt–Schmidt law,
suggesting additional parameters in regulating star formation.
Shi et al. (2014) have found that star formation regions of

extremely metal-poor galaxies with metallicities below 10%
show significantly lower SFR surface densities in the
Kennicutt–Schmidt plane. The SFR measurements are based
on the combination of the 24 μm and far-UV emission. Since
the emission of carbon monoxide in these galaxies is extremely
faint (Shi et al. 2015, 2016), the total cold gas masses are
obtained through spatially resolved dust and H I maps. We
derived the stellar mass using the Spitzer3.6 μm flux of each
region available in Shi et al. (2014) using the conversion by
Leroy et al. (2008). As shown in Figure 5, the offset of these
metal-poor regions is significantly reduced, with the median
offset dropping from a factor of 60 in the Kennicutt–Schmidt
plane to a factor of 9 in the extended Schmidt plane.

Figure 3. Extended Schmidt law (top panel) and the associated scatter (bottom
panel) where the solid line is the best fit.
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Roychowdhury (2017) have examined the integrated measure-
ments of metal-poor galaxies and found that they follow the
extended Schmidt law better, with a mean offset of 0.01 dex,
compared to a mean offset of 0.3 dex in the Kennicutt–Schmidt
plane. This indicates that in metal-poor galaxies where the
metal plays a crucial role in regulating star formation, the
stellar mass should still be important for regulating the star
formation processes.

5. Theoretical Interpretations

The validity of the extended Schmidt law for a wide range of
galactic environments points to the persistent role of the stellar
mass in helping to regulate star formation. Star formation can
be described as the collapse of a given gas mass over a given
timescale, i.e., h= ‐M tSFR gas star formation, where η is a constant
describing the fraction of gas mass finally converted into stars.
The extended Schmidt law thus implies that the star-forming
timescale is governed by the stellar mass, equal to 1/Σstar,
which is equivalent to the freefall time for gas in a stellar-
dominated gravitational potential with a constant stellar height
(e.g., Shi et al. 2011). Such a phenomenological model,
however, does not identify any specific mechanism regarding
the role of the stellar mass. Stars can affect the star formation
process through stellar radiation pressure, gas heating, and/or

stellar gravity. In star-forming regions, the radiation from old
stars (the main component of the stellar mass) is usually not
important, compared to radiation from young stars.
Stellar gravity is known to play key roles in converting gas

into stars. It helps to develop the gravitational instability of
cold gas (Jog & Solomon 1984; Rafikov 2001). As shown by
Dib et al. (2017), if the fastest growing mode of the instability
is associated with star formation, the observational relationship
between SFR, gas, and stars in NGC 628 could be produced
from the model. Stellar gravity is also important to the gas
pressure. As supported by observations, the pressure is related
to the fraction of gas in the molecular phase in which star
formation takes place (Elmegreen 1993; Blitz & Rosolowsky
2006). Additionally, the gas pressure also affects the gas
thermal and dynamical status, making star formation environ-
ment-dependent, a scenario that has recently been widely
explored (Dib et al. 2011; Monaco et al. 2012; Krumholz 2013;
Shetty et al. 2013; Meidt 2016). Particularly, in a series of
models by Kim et al. (2011), Ostriker et al. (2010), and
Ostriker & Shetty (2011), the stellar mass was quantitatively
incorporated into the pressure term to predict the SFRs. It has
been proposed that star formation is self-regulated, with SFRs
essentially being proportional to the midplane gas pressure that
is set by the gravity of gas itself, stars, and dark matter. In spiral
disks and outer disks with moderate and low SFRs, the self-
regulation is established through balancing the heating by
massive stars with the gas cooling that is determined by the gas
pressure. In galaxies with high SFRs, the momentum injected
into the disk by massive stars is proposed to balance the weight
of gas. We measured the midplane gas pressure for our local
spirals and outer disks using Equation (35) of Kim et al.
(2011):
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Following Kim et al. (2011), fdiff is the mass fraction of the
diffuse component (<50 cm−3) and is set to be 0.8 for Figure 6,
sz,diff is the total vertical velocity dispersion in the diffuse gas
and is set to be 7.0 km s−1, and rsd is the midplane density of
the stellar disk plus that of the dark matter halo and is set to be
Sstar/h, where h is the scale height and is set to be 300 pc for

Table 3
The Median Offsets and the Scatter of Galaxies from the Extended Schmidt, the Kennicutt–Schmidt, and Silk–Elmegreen Laws

Galaxy Types Extended Schmidt Law Kennicutt–Schmidt Law Silk–Elmegreen Law
(median, σ) (median, σ) (median, σ)

Outer disks of dwarfs −0.26±0.04, 0.48±0.03 −1.20±0.04, 0.43±0.03 −1.92±0.05, 0.31±0.04
Local spirals −0.01±0.00, 0.24±0.003 0.02±0.01, 0.33±0.004 0.03±0.01, 0.39±0.01
GMCs in M33 0.06±0.02, 0.29±0.02 0.01±0.04, 0.50±0.06 L
Local (U)LIRGs 0.56±0.06, 0.46±0.04 0.53±0.05, 0.44±0.04 L
High-z MS and SB galaxies 0.06±0.02, 0.29±0.02 0.08±0.05, 0.46±0.04 0.08±0.06, 0.47±0.07

Note.The uncertainties of the median and scatter are obtained by the bootstrap.

Figure 4. Gas-to-stellar mass ratio as a function of the SFR surface density for
our sample.
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spirals and 1 kpc for the dwarf outer disks. Plugging the Sstar

and Sgas into the above equation, the Ptot,DE is plotted against

the term S Sstar
0.5

star in Figure 6.
For mergers and high-z galaxies using Equation (3) of

(Ostriker & Shetty 2011):

p
c=

S
+( ) ( )P

G

2
1 , 13eff

gas
2

where c x r= 4 d bulge/(3rgas,0), xd is the numerical coefficient
for the gas vertical distribution but is insensitive to the exact
distribution and is set to be 0.33, as suggested by Ostriker &
Shetty (2011). rbulge is the mass density of the bulge, and rgas,0

is the midplane gas density. We approximate rbulge/rgas,0 by
the observed ratio Sstar/Sgas. This is because, for starburst
galaxies, we focused on the central regions so that Sstar would
represent a measurement of the stellar mass in the bulge.
As shown in Figure 6, in both regimes the midplane pressure

is well approximated by the term S Sstar
0.5

star. This suggests that
the stellar mass plays a key role in regulating star formation
through its gravity.

6. Conclusions

The extended Schmidt law suggests a dependence of the star
formation efficiency on the stellar mass surface density (Shi
et al. 2011). In this study we revisit this relationship by
including spatially resolved measurements of SFRs, gas
masses, and stellar masses of star formation regions in a vast
range of galactic environments, from the outer disks of dwarf
galaxies to spiral disks and to merging galaxies, as well as
individual molecular clouds in M33. As a result of this study,
we find:

(1) Spatially resolved star formation regions are distributed
in a tight power-law as S µ S SSFR star

0.5
gas, which is also

valid for the integrated measurements of disk and
merging galaxies at high-z.

(2) Star formation regions in the outer disks of dwarf
galaxies, with SSFR down to 10−5

M yr−1 kpc−2, which
are the outliers of both the Kennicutt–Schmidt and Silk–
Elmegreen laws, follow the extended Schmidt law in
spite of large scatter caused by photometric errors.

(3) Other outliers in the Kennicutt–Schmidt law, such as
extremely metal-poor star formation regions, also show
significantly reduced deviation from the extended
Schmidt law.

(4) The midplane pressure is related to S Sstar
0.5

gas, supporting
the idea that existing stars help to regulate current star
formation through their gravity.

Figure 5. Locations of extremely metal-poor star formation regions on the Kennicutt–Schmidt plane (left panel) and the extended Schmidt plane (right panel).

Figure 6. Relationship of the theoretical midplane gas pressure with S Sstar
0.5

gas.
The two solid lines are the best linear fits to two regimes. The horizontal dotted
line is the division between the starburst regime and the disk regime, each of
which has a different equation used to estimate the midplane pressure (see
the text).
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